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Microscopic critters engage in commerce much like we do
By Matt Soniak | January 24, 2014
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Do as the microbes do. (AP Photo/CSRIO, Frank Reith)

M

onkeys groom each other in exchange for food and sex. "Cleaner fish" pick parasites off

their clients and get a meal for their grooming services. Without cash or credit cards, these
animals and many more take part in what scientists call "biological markets," exchanging goods
and services with other fuzzy, scaled, or feathered traders.
While they're harder to see, microbes also cooperate and trade with one another and other
organisms. "Every species on Earth is involved directly or indirectly in one or more microbial
partnerships," writes evolutionary biologist Toby Kiers. "Some are involved in hundreds." Kiers
and an international team of researchers wondered if these relationships and behaviors could be
framed in economic terms, too.
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After diving into the research on microbial interactions, the researchers concluded that not only
are microbes economic actors, but that some of their behaviors and strategies are similar to ours.
Comparison shopping
Much how you'll ditch a coffee shop if it has lousy customer service, microbes will take their
business elsewhere if they think they're getting a bad deal. In some studies by Kiers' team,
microbial fungi that trade nutrients with host plants were observed to "comparison shop" among
different plants, and trade more frequently with ones that doled out more or better resources.
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Spending your money close to home helps the local economy, which means the benefits can come
back around. Bacteria will also band together when they're neighbors. When Salmonella and E. coli
bacteria were grown together in a study and prevented from moving freely, they cooperated. One
promoted the other's growth by secreting amino acids, and the other returned the favor by
processing the waste they had generated. When the two bacteria were raised in a less structured,
liquid environment and could move around more, these local partnerships didn't develop.
Diversifying
It's great if you can act, better if you can sing and dance, too. Likewise, bacteria will offer a wider
variety of goods and services to keep themselves in business in changing conditions. Some
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bacteria have symbiotic relationships with fungus-farming ants, and produce antibiotics that keep
parasites out of their fungal gardens. The bacteria will also protect the ants themselves against
other kinds of infectious fungi, giving the ants an incentive to keep them around even if the
gardens aren't threatened.
Saving for a rainy day
Some birds and squirrels hoard food for when they really need it. Some humans hang on to toys
until they're high-priced collectors' items. Likewise, some microbial fungi store nutrients away
until the soil is poor, which enables them to get more in exchange from their host plants.
Eliminating the competition
If you're competing for resources, sometimes it's easier to drive away competitors than go toe-totoe with them. When bacteria are competing with closely related strains for the same resources,
they've been known to produce bacteriocins — toxins that target and kill other bacteria, clearing
the way for the poisoner to monopolize the goods.
Kiers and her team think that microbes are a great fit for the biological market framework, which
could generate a slew of new experimental questions and research about the organisms.
Furthermore, the ease of manipulating microbes makes them useful for testing biological market
questions that can't be answered with other species.
There might even be practical applications for what they've learned about these microscopic
economies. For example, we could possibly manipulate the market conditions between microbes
and plants to get more nutrients for crops at a lower cost to the plant and the farmer.
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work has appeared in print and online for Mental Floss, Men's Health, Scientific American, The
Atlantic, Philly.com, and others. He lives in Philadelphia with his girlfriend, two cats, and a large
collection of bourbon whiskeys.
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What I'm least looking forward to is the Republican argument that because bacteria don't
have regulations, we shouldn't either. You know it's coming.
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masher

CalvinballPro • 4 minutes ago

Republicans love regulations. It just depends on which regulations. This point is
missing from the debate completely.
H1B work visas are a regulation that drives down wages. Obama and the GOP both
support it. Student visas are a regulation of the student supply which Obama and the
GOP both support. It helps drive up tuition. Obama's response is to help students take
on more debt...which also helps employers by putting new graduates at an incredible
disadvantage when they compete with imported H1B labor. The GOP at least doesn't
support more debt for students. They just want US workers to be poor but not
destroyed.
Its hardly much of a difference between the two parties really. But it isn't true at all to
say the Republicans don't like regulation. Another example of war. Warfare, especially
wars of choice, we the biggest big government regulation there is. Wars of choice are
the wholesale taking of life by government forces. The GOP fully supports any and all
war.
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